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How do our local economies differ?



Economic activity is not evenly or 
randomly distributed across space



Cities are the hubs of the British 
economy



But only 14 of 
62 cities have 
productivity 
levels above 
British average



Most of the UK’s big cities underperform
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London 80,538 75 101 51 751

Birmingham 51,533 67 51 29 545

Bristol 59,755 79 50 49 571

Glasgow 47,248 70 45 47 512

Leeds 51,272 77 49 36 540

Liverpool 50,026 68 66 32 539

Manchester 50,437 73 90 36 526

Newcastle 47,922 71 42 34 504

Nottingham 43,933 69 41 33 487

Sheffield 45,888 73 37 37 490

National Average 57,632 75 58 38 555



Only 6 UK cities are more productive than 
the European city average



Cities’ 
economic 
performance 
also matters 
for nearby 
towns



What drives local economies?



To understand why firms locate and perform as 
they do, we need to split them into groups

1. Local Services 2. Exporters



Exporting jobs in the Greater South East 
are higher skilled and more efficient



For example – Hull and Reading



How can planning help city centres and 
high streets?



https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/whats-in-
store-british-high-streets/

https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/city-
centres-past-present-and-future/

https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/whats-in-store-british-high-streets/
https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/city-centres-past-present-and-future/


High-skilled exporters will pay a premium 
to access benefits offered by city centres



But not all city centres are successfully 
attracting these businesses

Strong city 
centres

Weak city centres



Not every high street is struggling 



Strong high streets need strong cities



Weak city centres have too many shops 
and too few quality offices

• Strength of underlying economy also impacts commercial space

• Strong city centres are much more focused on workspace and less on retail

• Weak city centres have too much of a reliance on shops



Which suggests they maybe less able to 
adapt to changing high street trends 



How can planning help city centres?

1. The high street is not dying – city centres are more 
important than ever. Density in city centres matters

2. Weaker city centres should remodel away from retail 
towards a diverse mix of uses including offices.

3. Food and leisure experiences may help in some cities as 
demand changes, but cannot do all the heavy lifting

4. Funds to support cities must look beyond the 
high street 

5. Strengthening the economy is a long-term route to a 
healthy high street



What needs to change in planning to 
solve the housing crisis?



https://www.centreforcities.org/publication
/capital-cities/

https://www.centreforcities.org/publication
/making-room-living-space-cities/

https://www.centreforcities.org/publication
/homes-on-the-right-tracks/

https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/capital-cities/
https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/making-room-living-space-cities/
https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/homes-on-the-right-tracks/


The housing crisis is urban, not national



But the supply of homes has no link to demand



Planning’s decoupling of supply from 
demand means the rich get richer



Discretionary planning permissions appear 
to disconnect supply from demand 



How can planning address housing 
challenges in cities?

• 1. Green belt reform to release more land for development near 
expensive cities
– This could be done through land value capture by giving development 

rights to TfL, TfGM, TfWM etc

• 2. Greater use of prices to determine supply targets
– In the meantime, build more houses in expensive cities – go for growth!

• 3. Shift away from our discretionary, planning permission 
system to a flexible zoning system
– Once a local plan is agreed, development can occur unless the local 

authority says ‘no’, rather than blocking development until the local 
authority says ‘yes’.

– Japanese zoning?
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